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Question 1a !
‘LINES FOR WINTER’ ON YOUR OVER-SIZED BEATS HEADPHONES 
1. Why is the poem titled ‘Lines for Winter’? Why is the poem self-reflexive — it draws attention to 

the idea that it is a poem (‘Lines’) for the reader? What does ‘winter’ symbolise? 
2. Why does the poem constantly urge us to ‘go on / walking’, to ‘keep going’ no matter how ‘cold and 

gray’ our wintry circumstances?? 
3. Why does the poem end on a desolate image of death — ‘that final flowing of cold through your 

limbs’ — instead of a more upbeat note? 
4. While the speaker ultimately consoles the reader to ‘love what you are’, what is the poem really 

saying about the human condition — how we lead our lives and how we see ourselves? !
Hint: You can, for all intents and purposes, read this as a motivational mantra or a poem that encourages the reader. However, we 
can always dig deeper to find a more critical, insightful judgement of life and death. !
NOTES 

ANALYSING ‘LINES FOR WINTER’ 
1. Overall: significance of the title and the purpose / effects of the opening line (‘Tell yourself’) 
2. Language: second-person perspective or direct address (‘you find yourself’) 

3. Language: repetition of ‘tell yourself’ and the different effects each time it is said 
4. Language: buoyant tone that later becomes acquiescent (‘will go on’, ‘you keep going’, ‘tell yourself’) 
5. Language: assertive and commanding (‘tell yourself’, ‘no matter where’, ‘will be able’, ‘will be’) 
6. Style: bitter, harsh images of winter (‘cold.. falls from the air’, ’dome of dark’, ‘cracking white’, ‘valley of snow’) 
7. Style: consolation (‘tune your bones play’, ‘small fire of winter stars’) and desolation (‘final flowing of cold’) 
8. Form: enjambment in conjunction with the very short lines (lines 10-14, 17-22) 
9. Form: single-stanza free verse structure, resembling prose / a written note 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Question 1b !
YOUR MENTAL DOORS OPENING ON ‘MORNING TRAIN’ 
1. Explain the paradox ‘vulgar loneliness of crowds’. How does one come to feel ‘lonely’ in a crowd? 
2. What is literally meant by ‘electricity… push(ing) you to the borders / Of your own loneliness’? 
3. Why does the speaker query if ‘consciousness’ is ‘rising in you’ or ‘sleep’ is ‘draining away from you’? 
4. We can consider the poem a piece of social commentary on more than just the daily commute or 

commuters on a train. Given the various nuggets of ideas above, what might the poem be saying 
about the city-state (well, this city-state) and its people? !

Hint: The poem is not exactly critiquing the carbon-copy housing estates or the insipid advertisements. It is also not just about 
interaction on the train: one script innocently observed that the speaker is calling for greater interaction — for us to greet and meet 
our fellow commuters. Nice try, but… no. The poem is about a BIGGER idea. !
NOTES 

ANALYSING ‘MORNING TRAIN’ 
1. Title: context of morning train ride appears symbolic of a city, a nation, a larger group 
2. Language: second-person perspective or direct address (‘Why do you not look…’)  
3. Language: sardonic, cynically demanding, provocative tone (‘Answer me’, ‘Is the scenery that arresting…’) 
4. Language: weary, apathetic passive voice (‘Where electricity is what…’, ‘Dissolving your fatigue like…’) 

5. Style: images of dissolution, deterioration (‘plastic sheet warping in heat’, ‘draining away’, ’dew is dying’) 

6. Style: images / metaphors of the train service (‘housing estate’, ‘advertisements’, ‘invisible tracks’, ’electricity’) 

7. Form: free verse structure, prose-like with short, forceful phrases punctuated by pauses  
8. Form: lineation, where key images are emphasised at the start (‘Faces’, ‘Hidden promise’, ‘Sleep’) !
WHAT NEXT? 
Look out for sample essays (from students) and specimen answers (of our devising) on the blog, our 
Facebook group as well as the CJC library.  



!
PREAMBLE 
We sincerely sought to make Section A, otherwise known as the ‘unseen’ component, stylistically 
manageable (the use of perspective and imagery is stark), and accessible with themes of perseverance 
during hard times and loneliness in a busy, cold cityscape. Where the previous handout was designed to 
guide you towards your own response, this review serves you ample analysis of methods (underlined), 
effects and possible interpretation of ‘purpose’ or what the poem is about (italicised).  !
It is not meant to be exhaustive or representative of a proper response. To gain a better sense of what a 
good essay look like — complete with introduction, conclusion and structured paragraphs — refer to  our 
selected scripts on livreordie.wordpress.com/essays or our library. Mdm Jalikha will be more than happy to 
serve you during the holidays or the start of term. !
POSSIBLE POINTS FOR ‘LINES FOR WINTER’ 
1. Overall - The title is self-reflexive, drawing the reader’s attention to the very idea that these are 

‘lines’ in a poem. It is an immediate cue to the poem’s purpose, as lines and words of direction, advice 
and encouragement. The title might more specifically refer to its mantra to ‘go on / walking, hearing’, 
to ‘keep going’ and finally to ‘love what you are’ at the end of the road. 

2. Language - The second-person perspective, central to the poem’s purpose, pervades the poem from 
the first line (‘Tell yourself’) to the last (‘that you love what you are’). Read plainly, the speaker’s 
tone is at once authoritative and reassuring in its absoluteness (‘no matter where’, ‘nothing’)  and 
high-modality (‘you will go on’, ‘you will be able’, ‘you will be’).  

3. Language - While the line ‘Tell yourself’ appears as a neutral statement in line 1, its repetition / 
reiteration in lines 10 and 20, however offer this same commanding guidance or well-intentioned 
consolation. One might detect a ‘mature’ voice that reminds the reader that we know ‘nothing’ but 
provides a final word of encouragement to ‘love what you are’. This repetition possibly produces a 
hypnotic or incantatory effect, as the speaker rallies the reader to survive the harsh winter. 

4. Language - The use of this second-person point of view can also read in other ways. Instead of the 
speaker addressing the reader, one might interpret it the poem as the speaker’s self-contemplation, 
where he speaks to and seeks to convince himself to ‘go on’ ‘no matter’ how arduous or treacherous his 
circumstances.  

5. Language - The repetition of ‘you find yourself’, in contrast to the more hopeful repetition of ‘Tell 
yourself’, marks the reality of the situation (whether that of the speaker or of the reader).  

6. Style - Images of wintry desolation quickly follow this line. The setting is evocatively bleak and biting, 
from the ‘dome of dark’ to the ‘cracking white’. There is a contrast of colours here proves bleak, 
where the gloomy ‘dark’ exists in a sealed, entrapping ‘dome’ and even the ‘white’ (conventionally 
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hopeful, pure) is broken down. The setting finally extends to the ‘final flowing of cold through your 
limbs’, which might signify the tragic moment of death devoid of warmth and companionship. 

7. Style - The poem perhaps reaches a point of finding ‘contentment’ amidst this ‘resignation’. Where the 
‘final flowing of cold’ is all but inevitable, the closing lines suggest that dignity and the love of oneself 
will outlast any changing season, bitter winter or abject autumn and indeed, our very mortality. 

8. Style - In line with the poem’s message, the images shift to that of hope, where the ‘winter stars’ 
offer not just a glimmer of light (and hope), but interestingly, a ‘small fire’ bearing warm comfort. 
The speaker calls upon the reader or himself to look beyond his immediate wintry surroundings and 
up at the skies, where the stars act as a guide (like these ‘lines for winter’) and a friend. 

9. Form - The free verse structure employed is somewhat prosaic, resembling an informal note of 
persuasion and encouragement, rather than an elevated ode to perseverance that one might 
associate a ballad with. While ‘free verse’ is often seen as a lack of structure, one does uncover apt 
effects and significance in Strand’s arrangement of lines.  

10. Form - The line breaks in the poem serve to emphasise the more bullish, defiantly hopeful lines in the 
poem (‘Tell yourself’, ‘tell yourself’, ‘of winter stars’, ‘tell yourself’). The shortness of these lines also 
enhances the sense of urgency in the speaker’s voice or from a quite different angle, the calming 
reassurance. 

11. Purpose - The poem might therefore be read simply as a motivational mantra to guide ‘you’ the reader 
through our personal ‘winters’ -- the most testing, tragic or torturous periods of one’s life. It is a call 
to not give up and persistently find hope even if life is one eternal winter with no spring in sight. 
Even in our final moments, we are compelled to find acceptance and closure in ‘loving’ who we are. 

12. Purpose - Read as an internal dialogue (where the speaker addresses and encourages himself), the 
poem offers a more illuminating supposition on the human condition. The constant appeal to ‘Tell 
(one)self’ ultimately suggests that we are left only with ourselves as our own guiding light, to ‘find’ and 
to ‘love’ our frozen, dying selves. These profound ‘lines’ of anguished life and certain death, of 
survival and the self are at once bleak and comforting. !!

POSSIBLE POINTS FOR ‘MORNING TRAIN’ 
1. Overall - The title defines the context of the poem, invoking the reader’s sense of familiarity and 

monotony with his or her morning routine. The title can also be interpreted ironically as a metaphor 
for our daily journey towards a metaphorical ‘death’. This is evident from the winding down of 
consciousness such as in ‘dew is dying’, ‘warping in heat’ and ‘dissolving your fatigue’ whereby our 
life, souls and consciousness are made non-existent.  

2. Style - This idea of losing our humanity could be supported by the image of the “plastic sheet”, 
arguably the shroud they cover one with upon death. The equally industrial images of ‘electricity 
pushes you to the borders’ and our soles on ‘invisible tracks’ seem to place the subjects of the poem 
— or society itself — as machines journeying from one point to the next in a mindless, soulless 
fashion with little sense of who is around us. The dystopian vision of a ‘connected’ society 
‘disconnected’ from itself (one recalls a scene from WALL∙E where obese citizens ride obliviously on 
their personal vehicles tethered to their personal screens) may be reality, the poem suggests. 



3. Language - The passive voice used in ‘sleep is draining away from you’ and ‘electricity is what pushes 
you’ further illustrates the growing detachment and apathy of modern society. That the speaker 
demands his audience to ‘Answer me’ reinforces the idea of passivity and non-agency. 

4. Style - In this light, the references to the external landscape of ‘housing estates’ and the internal 
landscape of insipid ‘advertisements’ can only be critical in nature. The idea that the scenery is 
merely ‘giving birth to yet another copy’ parallels how society has also lost its sense of identity, with 
the word ‘yet’ rendering the sarcasm and frustration felt by the speaker. 

5. Form - The line breaks in the poem occur in such a way as to foreground the above melancholic, 
insipid images of ‘Faces’, ‘One housing estate’, ‘Hidden promise’ and ‘Sleep’. The deliberate pauses 
after ‘Faces’ and ‘Hidden promise’ add weight to the speaker’s sarcasm, as they encourage the reader 
to elongate the reading of these words. 

6. Form - The poem is written with four rhetorical questions as its driving structure which makes it 
seem like an interrogation. While the opening line expresses a kind of befuddlement at the 
commuters’ apathy, the next three questions are prefaced with a more provocative tone.  The free 
verse form invites the idea that the poem deals with a common everyday issue but also allows for a 
more informal, conversational style of discussion. 

7. Language - The speaker sarcastically and repeatedly mocks the behaviour of commuters and society-
at-large. The exaggerated use of ‘that arresting’ already suggests to us that the scenery is anything 
but ‘arresting’. The next rhetorical question, starting slyly on the conjunction ‘Or’ and the 
cumulative use of ‘read and re-read’, repeats the idea of empty monotony. The speaker’s point is 
precisely that there is no hidden promise and no arresting scenery to be acquired. It is, funnily 
enough, the people ignoring each other who bear the greatest promise of life and emotion. The poem 
then shifts to an even more cynical and demanding tone, as the speaker begs the reader to ‘Answer 
me’, as if he is unsure whether his audience is asleep or simply impassive. 

8. Language - Arguably, the final juxtaposition of ‘loneliness’ against the ‘vulgar loneliness of crowds’ 
presents the deplorable state of existence we live in: whether in trains, at home or at work, we 
cannot escape loneliness. In this light, the use of ‘vulgar’ may indeed be ironic, because we have come 
to despise the very spaces in which we can find community. 

9. Purpose - Is the poem an appeal for small talk, a manifesto for human interaction? Not necessarily. 
We can feel lonely in an unfamiliar crowd sometimes, but we can also learn to cherish the experience of 
new company. Suffice to say, the poem calls us to recognise the journey on the ‘morning train’ as 
beyond HDB-filled scenery, advertisements and electricity-powered tracks. 

10. Purpose - This poem can equally be conceived as an observation about a fading sense of humanity in 
modern life. Crowded city spaces and compressed train carriages have left us all alienated, rushing 
from the confined apartments located in our ‘borders of loneliness’ to especially ‘vulgar’ spaces 
where we feel even more alone amidst unfriendly faces. It is significant that the poem does not end 
on a question or on direct address; it ends with the declaration that we are passively ‘pushed’ by 
modern forces towards loneliness, for better or for worse. END. !



A COMPLETELY OPTIONAL ASSIGNMENT 
Write a critical commentary on the following poem (published in 2012), considering in detail ways in 
which language, style and form contribute to the portrayal of memory. It is written by Boey Kim Cheng, 
a Singapore-born poet who has since immigrated to Australia. 

Please turn over for the poem. !
HUH? WHAT FOR? 
I reckon some of you may want the extra practice after receiving an abomination of a score for your 
Section A answer. The Semestral Assessment in Term 3 Week 7 that accounts for 10% of your overall 
score will also be on an unseen poem, so your work will not go to waste. In any case, it is a beautiful 
poem that is worth reading for its own sake. !
You may submit your essay to me via email (marckenjilim@gmail.com) over the holidays or in hard copy 
in Term 3 Week 1. I will try my best to send you my feedback within 10 days. Please note once again 
that this is certifiably optional and will not be recorded as official assessment. !
GUIDING QUESTIONS 
You may use or completely ignore the guiding questions below. You can choose to answer only a limited 
number of questions but remember that an introduction and conclusion are must-haves. Feel free to 
‘splice’ the questions: for instance, you can analyse the use of sound as you consider the music motif in 
stanza 4, or evaluate the shift from one set of images of noodle-making to another. If you prefer a more 
absolute structure, you can combine questions 2 and 3 to form a ‘language paragraph’ and so on. !
1. In your introduction, briefly comment on the main ideas and overall mood in the poem. Keeping an 

eye on the title, what do you think the poem is really about? 
2. Language - Why does the poem employ the third and second-person (‘You’) perspective when the 

persona is certainly describing his own experience on Little Bourke Street? 
3. Language - What is the tone employed here? How does the persona ‘feel’ about the scene on Little 

Bourke Street and the thought of home?  
4. Style - Why does the poet use the motifs of music and magic to portray la mian making? 
5. Style - What images of noodle-making does the persona recall in stanzas 5-6? What is further 

conveyed about the la mian on Bourke Street in the final stanza? 
6. Form - What are the effects of rhythm? Pay attention to the use of enjambment, particularly 

between stanzas, as well as the pauses / caesurae in particular lines. You can simultaneously examine 
the use of sound devices (i.e. alliteration, assonance, long vowel sounds), especially in stanza 4. 

7. Form - How is the poem structured? Identify shifts in ideas and effects, linking them to the 
portrayal of the persona’s memory or nostalgia. 

8. In your conclusion, develop or elaborate a personal, informed response. What do you think the 
poem is saying about the past, the present and being away from home? !!
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La Mian in Melbourne 
Boey Kim Cheng !
On Little Bourke Street it’s the bewitching hour 
of winter dusk’s last riffs playing 
long mauve shadows down the blocks, 
waking the neon calligraphy, its quavering script 
mirrored on the warm sheen of the Noodle King    5 
  
where a man slaps and pummels the dough 
into a pliant wad. He takes a fist-sized ball 
and starts his noodle magic, stretching the bands, 
the sleight-of-hand plain for you to see, 
weaving a stave of floury silent music.     10 
  
You stand islanded from the passage 
of bodies and cars, the art of la mian 
reeling you in to a music deep beneath 
the murmur of traffic, beyond the fusillade 
of a siren down the street. Between here     15 
  
and wherever home is the noodles stretch, 
sinuous, continuous, edible songlines multiplying 
into a cat’s cradle of memories, the loom-work 
of hands calling to the half-forgotten hum, 
hunger for what is gone, the lost noodle-makers    20 
  
of the country left behind: 
the wanton mee hawker in Tiong Bahru, 
the mee rebus man on Stamford Road, 
and Grandmother serving long life 
noodles for each birthday, her deft hands     25 
  
pulling three generations under one roof. 
The noodles were slightly sweetened to ensure 
the long years came happy, not like Grandmother’s 
difficult eight decades, the family dispersed 
at the end, the ritual of birthday noodles lost.    30 
  
Now you watch the handful of hand-pulled 
noodles dunked in a boiling pot, then scooped 
with a mesh ladle onto a waiting bowl of broth. 
You sit before it, enveloped in steam, 
chopsticks ready to seize the ends      35 
or beginnings, and start pulling them in. !!

riff - a repeated chord; mauve - pale purple colour; quavering - voice trembling with emotion; fusillade - series of shots fired in 
succession; sleight-of-hand - a dexterous move, typically in performing magic tricks; sinuous - having many curves, lithe; cat’s cradle - a 
child’s game in which string is looped around fingers to form complex patterns; loom - thread / fabric 


